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1. Background & Purpose
1.1 Scope
North Development Corp. is proposing a residential
development on the property municipally known as 255
King Street West in Cambridge. This Urban Design Brief
has been prepared in support of an Official Plan and
Zoning Bylaw Amendment for the Proposed
Development, required as per the Record of PreSubmission Consultation dated July 16, 2020.
Specifically, this Urban Design Brief will address the
design policies (Section 5) of the Official Plan.

1.2 Subject Site
The site is approximately 23,880.6m2 (2.4 hectares) in
size and is located at the north-east corner of King Street
West and Fountain Street North. The site is irregular in
shape with approximately 80m of frontage on King Street
West and a combined total of approximately 100 m of
fragmented frontage on Fountain Street North. The site
is currently undeveloped, with a driveway leading to a 13
storey multi-dwelling “Kressview Springs” towards the
north. The grading of the site drops approximately 20
metres from the north-west along Fountain Street to the
south-east corner.

Aerial view of Site
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View of the site south from King Street West (Google Earth, 2020)

Western edge of the site along Fountain Street North (Google Earth, 2020)
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Design Concept prepared by Edge Architects

1.3 Proposed Development
The Proposed Development contemplates three multiresidential buildings: a 15-storey building with 179 units
(Building A), an 18-storey building with 206 units
(Building B) and a 17-storey building with 194 units
(Building C). Consolidated, the buildings include a total
of 579 one and two-bedroom residential units. Surface
and underground parking as well as bicycle parking will
be provided to accommodate the Proposed
Development, with vehicular accesses from the existing
driveway off of King Street West and a new driveway off
of Fountain Street North.
1.4 Content

This Urban Design Brief:
• Describes the context of the surrounding area
(Section 2),
• Provides an overview of the proposed site and
building design (Section 3),
• Summarizes the shadow impacts (Section 4);
• Assesses how the Proposed Development’s design
responds to the general Official Plan design policies
and Urban Design Guidelines that are relevant to the
site’s and development’s design (Section 5), and
• Makes conclusions regarding the findings of the
Urban Design Brief (Section 6).

This Urban Design Brief is based on preliminary drawings
and materials available at this stage of the application
process. As work continues on the detailed aspects of
design for Site Plan Approval, such as the site plan,
elevation drawings and completion of lighting and
landscape plans, additional details of the Proposed
Development will be refined and fully demonstrated.
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2. Contextual Fit
2.1 Surrounding Area
The site is located in the Preston Heights Neighbourhood
of Cambridge and presents a gateway entrance to the
Preston community core area (Preston Towne Centre).
The neighbourhood is characterized primarily with low to
mid-rise residential buildings, including single detached,
townhomes as well as multiple dwellings mixed with light
industrial uses along Fountain Street and King Street
West.

The surrounding area is well-served by green space
including Riverside Park, Ravine Park and Linear Trail.
Further contained within the area is several community
uses “Com Dev Indoor Soccer Park” “Allan Reuter
Centre”, churches “Riverside ARP Church” “King Street
Baptist Church” and schools “Parkway Public School”
“Preston Public School”. The neighbourhood is in
proximity to transit, with access to GRT transit routes 61,
67 and 206.

Surrounding Uses to the Site (Google Earth, 2020)
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2.2 Immediate Context
North
To the north of the site is a single detached dwelling and
a 12 storey multi-dwelling “Kressview Springs
Condominiums” (237 King Street West). Further to the
north are low-rise residential dwellings and an industrial
building (401 Fountain Street North), bound by Hwy 401.
Bus stops for GRT route 67 are located approximately
250 metres north of the site on Fountain Street North. On
the opposite side of Hwy 401 is a predominant industrial
area featuring Toyota Motor Manufacturing (1055
Fountain Street North) as well as some recreational
facilities “Com Dev Indoor Soccer Park” and “Corolla
Park” (10 Reuter Drive).

Commercial corridor east of the site from Strasburg Road

West
Along the west edge of the Site are three single
detached-dwellings and Fountain Street North. The
existing cross section of Fountain Street North at this
location is three lanes with a left turning-lane onto King
Street West and a bicycle lane with sidewalks on either
side. On the opposite side of Fountain Street North is a
low-rise residential community with a neighbourhood
park “Cyrus Street Park” (approximately 600 metres or a
9-minute walk from the site). Access to Hwy 401 is
located approximately 400 metre west of the site.

Mixed-density residential area with GRT stop north of the
site on Elmsdale Drive

Looking north to Elmsdale Park and residential area from

Residential in the Alpine Community towards the east

Elmsdale Drive
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South
Directly abutting the site at the south edge is King Street
West. The existing cross section of King Street West at
this location is six lanes with three left-turning lanes onto
Fountain Street South and one right-turning lane onto
Fountain Street North with sidewalks on either side. A
commercial plaza and office buildings abut the site along
the south-east property line. The site frontage parallels a
commercial plaza on the corner of King Street West and
Fountain Street South as well as a banquet hall “The
Pines” (115 Fountain Street South) backing on to Speed
River.

East
The site is bound by the Canadian Pacific Rail (“CP Rail”)
along the east edge. Bus stops for GRT transit routes 61
and 67 are located approximately 50 metres or a 1minute walk east of the site on King Street West. On the
opposite side of the CP Rail line is Riverside Park (49
King Street West) featuring sports fields, a splash pad
and skatepark along Speed River. On the other side of
the Speed River is Preston Centre featuring a mix of
residential, commercial, and institutional uses. Further
bus stops for GRT transit routes 64 and 206 are located
approximately 500 metres or a 6-minute walk to the west
on King Street East; as well as the future ION Preston
Station situated 550 metres or a 7-minute walk from the
site.

Looking south to the Mclennan Park Gate from Ottawa

Sheridan Nurseries Limited parallel to 83 Elmsdale on the

Street South

west side of Elmsdale Drive

Mixed-density residential and Lions Arena south of the site

Commercial plaza and mixed density residential west of
the site on Westmount Drive
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2.3 Heritage Impact Assessment
A Heritage Impact Assessment was completed by
McCallum Sather in May 2021, to evaluate impacts of the
Proposed Development on cultural heritage resources
Designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act and
Listed on the Municipal Heritage Register. The subject
site is vacant and does not contain on site-cultural
heritage resources, however 7 adjacent properties that
have been identified with heritage significance include:
101 King Street West (Designated), 149 King Street West
(Designated), 153 Fountain Street North (Listed), 155
Fountain Street North (Designated), 163 Fountain Street
North, 169 Fountain Street North (Listed).
The Heritage Impact Assessment concludes there are no
significant impacts to any at the adjacent cultural
heritage resources and provides the following
recommendations:
• Height of the podiums to show a deference to the
scale of adjacent resources with appropriate
transition, especially in the case of Building C;
• Horizontal datum lines and levels of surrounding
heritage to have visual continuity and connection
along podium façade and composition;
• Materials for the podium to compliment heritage
with a traditional palette selection of brick, stone
and wood; and
• Building C to establish a strong oriented
relationship to King Street West.

Adjacent cultural heritage properties: 101 King St W; 149 King St W; 153 Fountain St N; 155 Fountain St N; 163
Fountain St N, 169 Fountain St N
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Site Elevations – East prepared by Edge Architects.

3. Building Design Overview
3.1 Building Positioning
The proposed buildings (Building A, Building B and
Building C) are offset and arranged perpendicular to one
another. They are generally sited away from the Fountain
Street frontage of the Site and follow the alignment of the
existing internal private driveway near the east limits of
the Site. Building C is oriented to provide a continuous
street wall along King Street West, with Buildings A and
B oriented to face the internal private driveway. Along
King Street West, the Building C footprint is oriented to
the streetscape with a maximum setback proposed of 4.5
metres. Building A and B are well setback from Fountain
Street North due to grade changes on the site.

3.2 Building Scale and Massing
The buildings have ground floor footprints of 904.0m 2
(Building A), 528.5m2 (Building B) and 528.5m2 (Building
C), cumulating a total footprint of 1,961m2 and lot
coverage of 8% across the site. The underground
parking structure has a larger footprint than the abovegrade buildings, though the footprint is not visible above
grade.
Excluding parking, the proposed buildings have a gross
floor area of 12,279.1m2 (Building A), 14,196.3m2
(Building B) and 13,432.0m2 (Building C). Consolidated,
the Proposed Development has an above grade floor
area of approximately 39,907.4m2, which represents an
FSR of 1.67 on the site.
From their highest finished grades to the top of the
mechanical penthouses, the building heights are 55m
(15 storeys), 61.6m (18 storeys) and 61.6m (17 stories)
for Buildings A, B and C respectively. Unit balconies are
proposed on all building elevations above the second
storey. Building towers will be defined from the podium
base, with 2nd storey step backs to be incorporated at the
detailed design stage. Further, top mechanical
penthouse will be set back from the tower edge.
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Parking Level 1 – At-Grade (Upper) prepared by Edge Architects.
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Parking Level 2 – At-Grade (Lower) prepared by Edge Architects.

Parking Level 3 – Below-Grade (Upper) / At-Grade (Lower) prepared by Edge Architects.
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Parking Level 4 – Below-Grade prepared by Edge Architects.

Parking Level 5 – Below-Grade prepared by Edge Architects.
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Site Sections prepared by Edge Architects.
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3.3 Access and Circulation
The principal pedestrian entrances to the buildings are
available via the individual residential lobbies. Building A
will have a lower lobby entrance from the east elevation
and an upper lobby entrance from the north elevation.
Building B will have two entrances to the lobby on the
south and east elevations and Building C will have a
lower lobby entrances from the east elevation and an
upper lobby entrance from the north elevation. Barrierfree pathways are proposed to connect the principal
entrances to the public sidewalks on King Street West.
Two vehicular access points are proposed to the site;
one from King Street West and another from Fountain
Street North, connected by an existing private driveway
along the east portion of the site. One ramp to the surface
parking area is proposed from the Fountain Street
access, with two ramps proposed to the shared
underground parking garage. Individual building
entrances are accessed from within the garage.
3.5 Loading and Service
Passenger drop-off will be accommodated adjacent to
each of the building lobby entrances. Laybys for Building
A is proposed from the new access from King Street
while laybys for Buildings B and C are proposed from the
existing private driveway. One loading space is provided

for each of the buildings, located within the underground
parking structure (Building A on Parking Level 2; Building
B and C on Parking Level 3). Emergency service vehicles
will be able to access the Site via the private driveway
and proposed new access from Fountain Street.
3.6 Car Parking
Car parking for the Proposed Development will be
accommodated in a multi-level parking layout consisting
of a surface parking area and an above ground/shared
underground parking garage. Due to significant grade
changes on the site, parking is arranged in five levels to
accommodate varying top of grades (Building A at
Parking Level 1; Building B and C at Parking Level 2). A
total of 690 parking spaces are provided to
accommodate the three buildings, including 16 barrierfree spaces.
3.7 Bicycle Parking
The site contains 36 short-term bicycle parking spaces,
located at three locations adjacent to the proposed
buildings in the surface parking area. Further, the site
includes 169 long-term bicycle parking spaces contained
within the underground parking levels (58 for Building A,
51 for Building B and 60 for Building C). A total of 205
bicycle parking spaces are provided across the site.

Circulation Diagram – Pedestrian and Vehicular
Urban Design Brief | 255 King Street West | GSP Group, May 2021
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3.8 Building Materials and Articulation
The proposed building design employs a contemporary
aesthetic regarding the selection and application of
materials, complementary to the adjacent heritage
properties by contrast (see Section 2.3). Core cladding
materials include precast concrete panels with a glazed
cladding system (see examples and inspiration images
below). Balconies are proposed on all elevation faces
incorporated with glazed railing material. Colour palettes
for the proposed buildings will be selected to be
harmonious
with
surrounding
developments.
Articulation design of the buildings will be defined at the
detailed design stage.

Example Building Materials

Inspiration Images
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3.9 Streetscape & Landscape Design
The streetscape along King Street West and Fountain
Street North will have an urban profile while respecting
the heritage aspects of the neighbourhood. The City
sidewalk will follow current standards: plain concrete with
colour banding along the curb line. Between the sidewalk
and the building frontages additional paving can create
an enhanced expression at the intersection. Planting will
be an essential component with street trees and planting
along the building frontages.
Site furnishings (benches, trash receptacles, pedestrian
scale light standards) will be in keeping with the adjacent
cultural heritage properties.
Two on-site landscape amenity areas will be shared by
the three buildings and include both passive and active
recreation features including seating areas, informal
lawn, playground and garden areas.

Design Concept prepared by Edge Architects

Enhanced Streetscapes and Amenity Areas
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4. Shadow Analysis

North - Maintains more than 2 hours of partial sunlight

Shadow Analysis is a complete application submission
requirement per the site’s Pre-Submission Consultation
meeting. Residential compatibility for sun shadow effects
is required for new developments under Section 8.4.2.1
of the Official Plan. To demonstrate this, shadow impact
graphics are provided in Appendix A for March 21, June
21 and December 21 from 10am to 4pm.
The below analysis of equinox conditions (and Summer
Solstice for reference) demonstrates the impacts are
acceptable and provide sufficient sun exposure per the
Official Plan. In summary, the Proposed Development:

on the adjacent high-rise property with the building
footprint shaded only in the winter solstice; with more
than 4 hours of partial sunlight to the single detached
dwelling.
East - Maintains more than 6 hours of sunlight on the
adjacent commercial plaza.
South - Maintains more than 6 hours of sunlight to the
sidewalks on King Street West.
West - Maintains at least 2 hours of sunlight to the
sidewalks on Fountain Street in selected locations,
majority of the sidewalk is interrupted; with more than
2 hours of partial sunlight to the residential dwellings.

BUILDING
IMPACTS ON:
March 21

Residential (north)

237 King Street – None
between 10am and
12pm; driveway only
partially shaded
between 2pm and 4pm
(likely 2+ hours)

Commercial plaza
(east)
157 King Street West –
None between 10 and
4pm (6+ hours)

King Street West
sidewalks (south)

Fountain Street North
sidewalks and
residential (west)

Opposite – None between
10am to pm (6+ hours)

Opposite – None between
2pm to 4pm (2+ hours)

Adjacent – None between
9am to 4pm (6+ hours)

Adjacent – None between
2pm to 4pm (2+ hours)
159-169 King Street –
partially shaded between
10am and 12pm; none
between 2pm to 4pm (2+
hours)

223 Fountain Street –
partially shaded at
12pm; none between
2pm and 4pm (likely 2+
hours)
June 21

237 King Street – None
between 10am and 4pm
(6+ hours)

157 King Street West –
None between 10am
and 4pm (6+ hours)

223 Fountain Street –
Partially shaded
between 10am-12pm;
none between 2pm and
4pm (likely 2+ hours)
December 21

237 King Street – None
at 10am; driveway only
partially shaded at 4pm
(likely 2+ hours)

Opposite – None between
10am to 4pm (6+ hours)

Opposite – None between
12pm to 4pm (4+ hours)

Adjacent – None between
9am to 4pm (6+ hours)

Adjacent – None between
2pm to 4pm (2+ hours)
159-169 King Street –
partially shaded at 10am;
none between 12pm to
4pm (3+hours)

157 King Street West None between 10am
and 4pm (6+ hours)

223 Fountain Street –
only partially shaded
from 10am-12pm; none
between 2pm and 4pm
(likely 2+hours)
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Opposite – None between
12pm to 4pm (4+ hours)

Opposite – None between
2pm to 4pm (2+ hours)

Opposite – None between
12pm to 4pm (4+ hours)

Adjacent – None between
2pm to 4pm (2+ hours)
159-169 King Street –
partially shaded from
10am-12pm; none
between 2pm to 4pm
(2+hours)
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5. Response to Official Plan Policy
Section 5 of the Cambridge Official Plan establishes the
general urban design direction for new development in
the City. The general expectation is that development
“demonstrate a high standard of urban design…that
supports the creation of a unique identifiable space while
respecting and enhancing our cultural and natural
heritage and our unique identity”. The Proposed
Development’s design responds to the applicable design
policies of Section 5, as outlined below.
We note that the site is within the Preston Town Centre
per Map 4 of the Cambridge Official Plan (“Community
Core Area”). However, the siteis not captured within the
study area boundary of the Preston Town Centre
Streetscape Plan & Design Guidelines, which stops at the
south side of the Speed River. While these guidelines
may be geographically relevant for consideration given
the site’s situation on the facing north side of the Speed
River, the subject matter of these guidelines are focused
on retaining and enhancing the traditional main streettype development form of King Street in the core to the
south and corresponding streetscape improvements on
public and private properties. Thus, the guidance offered
is not translatable to the site and the Proposed
Development.
Healthy and Livable Community (Section 5.2)
The Proposed Development promotes an active and
healthy lifestyle with close connections to the other parts
of the Preston Community Core Area and broader open
space and recreation system of Cambridge.
The Proposed Development supports opportunities for
walking with a street-oriented Building C placement and
form and a mix of housing options capitalizing on
proximate transit service, both existing GRT bus routes
and the planned Stage 2 ION Preston Station
surrounding the King Street and Eagle Street
intersection. The design provides for an on-site walkway
leading from the public sidewalk on King Street West to
the entrance lobbies of Buildings C and Building B
without the need for crossing a vehicular driveway, and
then onto the lobby of Building A crossing a single
driveway. These on-site walkways are lined by
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landscaped promenades providing for an attractive,
comfortable walking environment; the King Street
sidewalk is supported by a similar landscaped area
between the street edge and the Building C face, which
provides for a degree of transparency and interface that
supports a pedestrian-oriented environment.
The Proposed Development also incorporates indoor
and outdoor bicycle parking to further encourage healthy
active transportation choices and potential car-reduced
living options together with the site’s higher frequency
transit proximity in the future associated with the Stage 2
ION route. The design distributes outdoor bicycle
parking to locations immediately surrounding each of the
Building B and C residential lobbies, convenient for
visitor parking closest to King Street. The design situates
single large bicycle storage rooms within the uppermost
underground parking level of each of Buildings A, B and
C with easy connections from residential lobbies or
garage entrances.
Transit-Oriented Development (Section 5.3)
The Proposed Development is well-positioned to take
advantage of the future Stage 2 ION service bringing
high frequency, high order transit connections to the
core areas of Waterloo and Kitchener to the north and
Galt to the south. The future ION Preston Station is
planned an approximately 550 metres walking distance
from the site, or a 7-minute walk for residents. The
Proposed Developments embraces the transit-oriented
development policies of Section 5.3 by:
• Providing a compact urban development
situated on principal arterial corridors with the
form of three high-rise residential buildings
providing a transit-supporting density adding
approximately 1,000 new residents.
• Addition of new residential living options within
the Preston Community Core Area, furthering a
mixed-use environment together with existing
commercial, community,
and recreation
activities in the surrounding area.
• Providing safe and comfortable pedestrian
connections between the building and the King
Street public sidewalk and accommodating onsite bicycle parking for cycling options accessed
from King Street, ultimately providing access to
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•

the ION Preston Station to the south along King
Street.
Contributing to a quality public realm along King
Street achieved through a deep landscape area
building the Building C face and the street edge
(and similar landscaped promenades along the
internal private driveway).

View and Vistas (Section 5.4)
There are no views to significant building resources
(churches or landmarks) affected by the Proposed
Development. While there are current views through the
site towards the Speed River corridor, these would be
obscured by a low-rise building form. The site is a
prominent location, situated at the northern entrance to
the Preston Community Core Area, alongside the Speed
River corridor, and at the terminus of a noteworthy view
as one moves east along Fountain Street to the King
Street intersection. The desired high standard of
architectural quality and urban design begins with the
placement of Building C with its broad side facing the
King and Fountain intersection as the backdrop to this
terminal view. The landscaped area between the building
face and the street edge provides a wide space for soft
and hardscape treatments that accentuate the
foreground of this terminal view; the Building C elevation
behind this landscape space will be designed a high
quality, contemporary architectural aesthetic with a
traditionally inspired height and material palette for the
building podium (as recommended in the Heritage
Impact Assessment) and a tower composition that
complements. Building C warrants special consideration
through the detailed design stage of Site Plan Approval
to distinguish the prominent intersection and terminal
view line, including consideration of tower articulation
and roofline distinctions.
Public Realm (Section 5.5)
The detailed design stage of Site Plan Approval will
explore opportunities for incorporating sustainable
infrastructure including plantings and surface paving
options within private landscape spaces that interface
with the public streetscapes of King Street and Fountain
Street.
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Gateways (Section 5.6)
The location of the site is a gateway to the Preston
Community Core Area, siting at its northern/western
entrance of King and Fountain. As outlined for Section
5.4 above, the siting of Building C at the corner of King
Street and Fountain Street, the distinguished
architectural expression, and wide landscape area in the
building front yard composed of a combination of hard
and soft-scaped space will assist in transforming this
gateway location. The detailed design stage of Site Plan
Approval offers opportunities for distinct building
elements and landscape treatments that can punctuate
this gateway function.
Site Development and Buildings (Section 5.7)
The Proposed Development massing and scale respects
the fabric of the surrounding context. There are existing
taller buildings in the immediate area, including a 13storey residential building at 237 King Street West and
existing 12-storey and 16-storey residential buildings at
the intersection of King Street West and Eagle Street.
The area surrounding the King and Fountain intersection,
as part of the Community Core Area, is expected to
transition to higher intensity forms particularly near the
future ION Preston Station.
The Proposed Development organizes the buildings with
a modest change in building heights within the site,
moving from 17 storeys nearest the King Street edge
(Building C) to 18 storeys in the site interior (Building B)
and onto 15 storeys in the rear interface (Building A). The
building towers are arranged further into the site from
Fountain Street, towards the Speed River and Riverside
Park, maximizing the separation from the existing low
density, residential areas to the west of Fountain Street
(which sit noticeably higher in grade generally). The
towers of Building A and Building C are arranged to flank
Fountain Street to minimize the perceived view of the
tower mass, viewing instead the short ends from
Fountain Street. The shadow analysis demonstrates such
a massing scheme minimizes views extending across
Fountain Street towards this low-rise residential area.
Building C provides the site’s street edge to King Street
as Buildings A and B are tucked into the site. Building C
is situated approximately 4.5 metres from the King Street
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right-of-way, providing an appropriate urban edge to the
street with a suitably wide space for landscape treatment
between the building and street edge. This placement
reinforces the intersection as a prominent gateway and
recognizes that there is not an established desired
building pattern along this section of King Street that is
warranted to follow.

throughout the site design for pedestrian activity areas,
including routes, entrances, and parking facilities. The
preference for lighting is a complementary style
matching the proposed building style. Illumination of
exterior areas will be provided with full cut-off fixtures
and lighting will be designed to ensure that light trespass
to adjacent properties does not occur.

Mechanical penthouses will be located away from the
edges of the buildings to limit their visual impact from the
public realm. The architectural treatment of roof
mechanical will complement the aesthetic of the overall
development and contribute positively to the skyline.
These details will be further developed at the detailed
design stage of Site Plan Approval.

Service and building functions are internalized within the
buildings. Each building contains an internal loading
space on the respective grade level. These loading
spaces are expected to service co-located move-in
rooms and garbage storage and collection areas in the
building at the time of the detailed design stage of Site
Plan Approval.

Building C’s elevations facing King Street will be
articulated with at-grade space and large proportions of
transparent windows to animate the streetscape,
particularly at the podium scale.

Sustainable Design (Section 5.8)
Owing to its location and context, the site naturally offers
sustainable transportation options for residents. The
Proposed Development supports compact living and carfree alternatives given its proximity to existing transit, the
short walk to the planned ION Preston Station, as well as
bicycle and pedestrian routes and facilities integrated
within the site. Building-specific sustainability features
will be explored at the detailed design stage.

The design embraces a clean, contemporary
architectural aesthetic of materials, colours and building
articulation, to be refined at the detailed design stage of
Site Plan Approval. Proposed building materials include
precast concrete panels with a glazed cladding system
and glazed balcony materials. For the podium, the HIA
recommends a traditional palette selection of brick, stone
and wood to complement the surrounding context.
The proposed site layout provides for an on-site walkway
leading from the public sidewalk on King Street West to
the entrance lobbies of Buildings C and Building B
without the need for crossing a vehicular driveway, and
then onto the lobby of Building A crossing a single
driveway. These on-site walkways are lined by
landscaped promenades providing for an attractive,
comfortable walking environment; the King Street
sidewalk is supported by a similar landscaped area
between the street edge and the Building C face, which
provides for a degree of transparency and interface that
supports a pedestrian-oriented environment.
While a detailed lighting plan has not yet been prepared
for the site at this time. Guided by these policies,
pedestrian-scaled lighting will be incorporated
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Accessibility / Universal Design (Section 5.9)
Barrier-free pedestrian routes to the building lobbies
from the King Street sidewalk is accommodated
throughout the site. Further consideration of barrier-free
accessibility to and through the site will be confirmed
through the grading design at the detailed design stage,
meeting AODA Ontario Building Code Standards.
Safety (Section 5.10)
The Proposed Development situates the buildings to
maximize surveillance opportunities to all building sides,
whether from internal spaces or from the ground.
Vehicular and pedestrian access routes to and through
the site will be clearly delineated. Site and building
lighting will be coordinated at the time of the detailed
design to ensure comfortable and safe lighting levels.
Parking (Section 5.11)
On-site parking is provided in a multi-level parking layout
composed of a surface parking area atop and an above-
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ground/underground parking garage. Most of the parking
spaces are within structured parking levels. The visible
surface parking levels are situated between the buildings
(Building C to B, Building B to A) to minimize public views
from King Street and terminus approach from Fountain
Street from the west. Shared access driveways for the
three towers are provided to the site from each of King
Street West and Fountain Street North. Bicycle parking
has been integrated into the site design with short-term
bicycle parking provided at-grade and long-term bicycle
parking contained within the underground parking
structure.
Signage (Section 5.12)
Other than municipal address signage as part of the
building or landscape, signage is not expected given the
proposal is for a stand-alone residential development.
Such elements will be considered at the detailed design
stage of Site Plan Approval as cohesive elements of the
architectural and landscape approach.
Public Art (Section 5.13)
Integration of public art installations will be considered at
the detailed design stage of Site Plan Approval.
Recognizing the site’s gateway function at King and
Fountain, exploring such an installation in the landscape
edge in front of Building C is warranted to punctuate this
entrance to the Preston Community Core Area.
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Design Concept prepared by Edge Architects

6. Summary
The Proposed Development consists of 3 residential
buildings of 15, 18 and 17 storeys respectively consisting
579 one and two-bedroom units. Car parking for the site
is proposed in a five-level parking layout featuring a
surface parking area and an underground parking
structure. Pedestrian access and passenger drop-off
areas are accommodated adjacent the residential lobby
entrances.
Based on the assessment contained in this Urban Design
Brief, the proposed residential buildings are appropriate
and reflect good urban design.
The Proposed
Development respects the design policies of the
Cambridge Official Plan (Section 5) and considers the
site’s location relative to the Preston Towne Centre.

• Establishes street-oriented design with building
massing lining King Street West, incorporation of
glazed building materials and active landscape
promenades at the ground-level.
• Well-positions massing to respect the urban street
conditions along King Street West as a gateway
location into the Preston Community Core Area, with
appropriate separation to the low-rise residential
properties along Fountain Street North.
• Employs a contemporary architectural aesthetic of
form and materials pallet that complements the
heritage context identified through the Heritage
Impact Study.

Particularly, the Proposed Development:
• Adds new residential units to the Preston community,
supporting existing transit and nearby commercial
uses with increased pedestrian connectivity.
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APPENDIX A: Shadow Analysis
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